A probabilistic similarity index has been calculated from published data for the genera Chromobacterium and Mycobacteriurn, and for the Enterobacteriaceae. The resulting similarity matrices have been used as a basis for classification with significance tests.
INTRODUCTION
Eight years ago Sneath ( 1 9 5 7~) published a first account of the use of computer methods for the classification of bacteria, and since that time a large number of papers have appeared in which the same or similar methods have been applied to other groups (see, for instance, Sneath's 1964 review of the subject).
Sneath used a very simple similarity index first introduced by Jaccard where d is the number of attributes absent from both strains; this inclusion of negative matches was agreed by Sneath (Sokal & Sneath, 1963) to be a desirable improvement. Once a matrix of similarity indices has been calculated, the question of how to use them in establishing a classification arises. The usual solution has been to group in a single taxon a set of OTUs (operational taxonomic units-a useful expression proposed by Sokal & Sneath, 1963 , to designate the entities whose classification is in question-individuals, strains, or low-rank taxa already recognized), each of which is linked to one or all others of the set by a similarity index exceeding a specified arbitrary limit. A lower limit is then set, and any new groups, accretions to the existing groups, or combinations of groups, recorded at this new level. Or the association of a new OTU with a group already recognized may be made to depend on the mean value of its similarity indices with all members of the group.
Many workers using these methods of 'cluster analysis' have done so only with misgivings, because the clustering results could vary widely according to the particular arbitrary limits selected. Moreover, these methods did not lend themselves to significance tests, because the distribution of the indices under appropriate null hypotheses was not known.
' Natural ' classification depends on correlation between the different classes of the values observed for a number of different attributes. If the question is raised whether a particular set of OTUs should be subdivided, an appropriate null hypo-' thesis is consequently that the attribute values are assorted a t random among them. If, on this null hypothesis, the probability of the observed degree of nonindependence in distribution of attribute values within the set is less than the chosen significance level, the null hypothesis is rejected and the set is subdivided. Such a significance test has not been developed in connexion with the usual similarity indices. Recently, however (Goodall, 1964 (Goodall, , 1966 , a new type of similarity index has been proposed which is the complement of the probability that two OTUs would have the observed (or a greater) degree of similarity if attribute values were assorted a t random. In principle, this new index should lend itself to a classification controlled by a specified significance level.
A probabilistic similarity index of 0.95, considered in isolation, is clearly just significant at the 5 yo level-there is a probability of exactly 0.05, on the null hypothesis, of obtaining a value as large or larger. But when a whole similarity matrix is under consideration its collective probability rather than that of a single index may be required. For instance, a similarity matrix for 20 individuals containing 190 indices would, on the null hypothesis of random assortment of attributes (implying a rectangular distribution of the indices) be expected to contain 19 indices > 0-90 and nearly two > 0.99; consequently a single pair of individuals with a similarity index of 0.99 is not to be regarded as constituting a cluster at the 1 % significance level. For this, an index of 0.99995 would be required, which is expected just once in 100 such matrices. If, on the other hand, a set of 20 individuals included a subset of six, every pair of which had a similarity index of 70 or more, this subset must be regarded as constituting a cluster at a significance level of 1 %,* for so large a subset linked by similarity indices all as high as this would be expected by chance less than once in 100 sets of twenty. This would be true even if none of the pairs individually had the index value required for significance.
The fact that significance of a larger cluster does not imply that smaller subsets within it are also significant clusters complicates the procedure for establishing a hierarchy of taxa. For this purpose several courses are open. One could, for example, apply a fixed significance level to the original similarity matrix, identify clusters of different sizes a t this level, and regard the smaller clusters as subclasses at a lower hierarchic level within those larger clusters which include them. Or one could use a hierarchy of significance levels, smaller clusters identifiable at a higher significance level being included as subgroups within larger clusters a t , a lower * This, together with similar statements elsewhere in this paper, is based on an assumption of independence of the various similarity indices in the matrix-an assumption never fully valid in a practical situation. It will be shown, however, in a paper shortly to be published, that this is often S~D acceptable approximation. significance level. Neither of these procedures seems fully satisfactory, since within a significant cluster relations among similarity indices based on the whole population cannot be expected to follow expectations from a model of random assortment of attributes. On the other hand, if a new similarity matrix is calculated from the frequencies of attribute values within the cluster only (the indices in which will not necessarily be closely related to those between the same pairs in the original matrix), a new null hypothesis of random assortment of attributes within this more limited population may be set up and tested. Accordingly, this is the procedure which has been provisionally adopted. If significant clustering is detected, the largest significant clusters are separated, new similarity matrices calculated, and tests for clusters of subordinate rank performed. A detailed description of this procedure will be published shortly.
Some of the papers proposing bacterial classifications based on computer analysis have included full data on the attributes studied. It has seemed of interest to re-analyse these by the new methods proposed, and compare the results with those obtained by using simple similarity indices and arbitrary levels for distinguishing clusters. Three such sets of data have been re-analysed, with the results described below.
RESULTS

Enterobacteriaceae
In the study by Lysenko & Sneath (1959) of fourteen species or species groups in the Enterobacteriaceae, thirty-one characters were included, in the main biochemical. Of these, twenty-five were described as either positive or negative (or as varying between strains in the group, in which case they were ignored), while the other six-sucrose, trehalose, H,S, citrate, glucose utilization, and glutamic acid-were recorded in more than one grade of positivity, and coded by the authors as two or more binary features. Since the probabilistic similarity index can take direct account of multi-value attributes, this binary coding was unnecessary, and the values were treated as ordered in the following sequence: prompt positive > delayed positive > late, irregular or mutated positive > negative.
As Lysenko and Sneath said, the characters reported had been selected, so that these data could not show whether the groups are valid taxa. It may nevertheless be of interest to see whether these selected data support the accepted taxonomic relationships when probabilistic similarity indices are calculated.
The indices are reported in Table 1 . The large concentration of high values in the bottom right-hand corner of the table will be noted. The groups from 9 to 14 are all linked by similarity indices greater than 0.83, and only one of the fifteen is below 0.95. The chance that any such subset of groups could occur if the characters recorded had been randomly assorted among the groups is vanishingly small. The first eight bacteria also show a good deal of affinity, with nine (out of 28) similarity indices greater than 0.9, and 17 greater than 0.7, whereas between these two subsets (1-8 and 9-14) only 2 of the 48 similarity indices exceed 0.5.
These results, then, suggest a first division into two subsets, one including the groups from Escherichia to Serratia inclusive, the other the remainder including the two Proteus species. If now the process is repeated on these two subsets, the resulting similarity indices are those shown in Table 2 . Within the eight groups forming the first subset, there is a strong suggestion that two smaller subsets (1-4 and 5-8) are more closely related. The twelve similarity indices within these subsets are all more than 0.66, while only two of the sixteen indices between the two subsets exceed this value. The chance that a particular partition of eight species groups into two subsets of four should give twelve values all more than 0.66 is (1 -0 0 . 6 6 )~~ = 2-4 x on the assumption of independence of the similarity indices. Since there are seventy possible partitions of a set of eight into two subsets of four, the overall probability of the observed partition of similarity indices is less than O*0002, and the distinction between the two subsets must be adjudged highly significant.
Within the second subset (groups 9-14), the very high similarity index between the two Proteus species (more accurately, 0.999809) sets them apart from the rest, for the chance that at least one out of fifteen similarity indices derived from randomly assorted characters would be so high is only 0.003.
The next stage in the analysis is accordingly to test whether the subsets 1-4, 5-8, and 11-14 show further internal relationships when they are treated separately. The results, also in Table 2 , give no firm grounds for a positive answer. The high similarities included are no higher, and no more numerous, than one could reason-ably expect in sampling from a rectangular distribution, nor do they give evidence of clustering.
In comparing the results of this analysis with that of Lysenko & Sneath (1959) , one first notes agreement in the close affinity of the two Proteus species, and in inclusion of Morganella, Providewia and Rettgerella in a broader group (Proteus sensu lato). Providencia and Rettgerella were placed very close together in both analyses. Shigella was placed in an isolated position by Lysenko & Sneath, whereas here it is placed within the broader Proteus group; the difference arises because the Jaccard index used by Lysenko & Sneath only takes presence of characters into account, whereas the index used here gives equal weight to their absence. The affinity of Shigella with Escherichia is however reflected in a fairly high similarity index (0*822), so that Shigella may to some extent form a bridge between the two main groups. Lysenko & Sneath comment on the close relationship between Salmonella and Arizona, reflected here in similarity indices of 0~996,00994 and 0.842 in successive stages of the analysis. But the distinction between the first two subsets of four groups did not emerge from their treatment of the data.
Mycobacterium
Bojalil & Cerb6n (1961) studied 43 strains of Mycobacteriwm, recording 27 twovalue biochemical characters for each of them. There were five groups (including respectively 10, 9, 7, 4 and 8 strains) within each of which these characters were identical, while the other ten strains had sets of characters not shared with any other.
Probabilistic similarity indices for the whole set of data are recorded in Table 3 .
It w i l l be noted that there is a concentration of high values in the bottom righthand corner of the table. The isolated strains 27, 34, 40 and 42 form a subset (C) within which all similarity indices exceed 0.97; and groups (d) and (e), with strain 39, form another subset (B) with all indices greater than 0.92. The occurrence of sets of similarity indices like this by random assortment of attributes is a highly unlikely event, so these may be regarded as groups of strains distinct from the remainder. Incidentally, all the other 31 strains (subset A) are linked by 465simi-larity indices of which only 23 fall below 0.5, whereas between the three subsets thus recognized 281 out of 4041 indices are less than 0.5. If these three subsets are separated and similarity indices recalculated within each subset, the results of Table 4 are obtained. Within subset A, six uf the eight differing characters are recorded in single strains only-different in each case. The distribution of the other two characters so as to leave a group of seven strains (c) forming acid on neither mannitol nor salicin, a group of nine (b) forming it on salicin but not mannitol, and a third group of ten (a) forming it on both substrates is no reason for rejecting the null hypothesis of homogeneity. Subset B also need not be divided further, for the strains in this are distinguished by two attributes only (utilization of citrate, and formation of acid from fructose). Group (d) alone have the first attribute, and the chance that these three strains should also agree (as they do) in respect of the fructose response is 0*143-well above the usually accepted significance level. In subset C, consisting of four strains, the highest similarity index recorded is likewise not such as to lead one to regard the subset as heterogeneous. In this set of data, then, we are left with three homogeneous groups of strains, the variations within which may (as far as these data go) reasonably be ascribed to chance. These results are in accordance with the conclusions of Bojalil & Cerb6n (1961) themselves, using the Jaccard similarity index. They distinguished the same three groups of strains, the first and largest under the name of Mycobacterium fortuitum, while the other two were unnamed. 1 5 1 0 0 --------------------------------------------2 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 ------------------------------------------- 23 100 100 100 ------------------------------------------12 100 100 100 100 100 ----
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(a) and psychrophilic (b), while C includes all his five other small groups (c)-(g). Table 8) .
The remaining strains, 3, 4, 13 and 14, may be placed together as a residue (group A3) after removing these more closely related groups. The index between the first two approaches significance at the 5 % level, but apart from this these four may not be very closely related. Further analysis of this residue ( Table 7) does not show any one pair as significantly similar. However, the indices for 3 and 4 and for 13 and 14 both exceed 0-93, and the chance that four strains with random sets of attributes will be divisible into two pairs with similarities at this level is only 0.015. We may accordingly regard these as two small subgroups within A, and designate them as A 3 and A4.
We may note that the order in which the strains of group A are placed by Sneath accords exactly with the classification derived here, although he includes them all in his group (a). He places the strains of my A2 first, then Ad, A 3 and finally A1 as showing some affinity with group B. In a subsequent publication (Sneath, 1960) he described three ' indistinct subgroups of the mesophilic strains, two of which were identical with my A2 and A3, while the third consisted of three strains (9, 10, 11) included in my A l .
Within group By only strains 20, 22, 25 and 27 are significantly related, with a minimum index of 86 yo (Table 7) ; these are separated as B 1, while the remainder forms group B 2. Further analysis of these subgroups (Table 8) does not reveal any further internal relationships. Sneath (1960) tentatively recognized three subgroups among the psychrophilic strains. Their existence as distinct taxonomic entities is not supported by the figures of Table 7 , though three of the four strains in my B 1 were included in the first of his subgroups.
Group C ( (c and d) , but regarded 43 and 44 (for which his similarity index was only 63%) as each representing a distinct group. The present analysis, however, leaves no doubt that, within the context of the strains he studied, the relationship of this pair was very close.
An example of overlapping is provided by strains 39 and 40; though included here in group C they also show some affinity with all of group A except strains 10 and 11. If, for instance, strains 39 and 40 had been combined with the six strains of group A2, the minimum similarity index within the group may be seen from Table 6 to be 74 %. Thus we may again regard strains 39 and 40 as bridging the gap between group A and the rest of group C, and the strains may perhaps be placed in a sequence as follows: (10, l l ) , (1, 5, 6, 9, 16, 28), (3, 4, 13, 14), (2, 8, 12, 15, Particularly when one is studying the structure of closely knit groups, it seems likely that overlapping and interlocking relations of this sort may be commoner than the discrete clusters assumed in the conventional taxonomic approach.
DISCUSSION
It is a tenet of most schools of numerical taxonomy that the various attributes considered should be given equal weight. At first glance, the use of a probabilistic similarity index might seem to offend this principle, since it gives differential weighting to attributes according to the commonness or rarity of the values observed. The objections to differential weighting, however, apply rather to a priori weights based on preconceptions as to the relative taxonomic importance of different attributes, and can have little force when the different weights are inherent in the data themselves. Similar procedures are countenanced by some of those advocating equal weighting. For instance, Sokal & Sneath (1963), in relation to distance techniques, write of 'the automatic and quite appropriate weighting of mismatches by their magnitude '.
It must be understood that the similarity indices calculated here explicitly refer to a specified universe of discourse, and have no meaning in isolation. They are indeterminate for a particular pair of strains, until these strains are considered as two of a larger collection. This is also true according to one common convention, for the better-known indices. Many users (e.g. Hill, Tuiri, Gilardi & Silvestri, 1961; Silvestri, 1962) feel that an attribute present in all the organisms considered contributes nothing to the similarity of any pair, and should be excluded in calculating the index. If this rule is followed consistently, the index will again be indeterminate when a pair is considered in isolation, and can only express the similarity of a pair in the context of a larger set.
When matrices of the simpler similarity indices are used for taxonomic purposes, a dendrogram (Sokal & Sneath, 1963) is often prepared showing the minimum values of the indices a t which successively larger groups are linked. The same could be done with a matrix of probabilistic similarity indices. This could at least ensure that within different phena recognized at any given level every pair of individuals was similar at a specified level of significance. But in doing this one would be throwing away a large part of the advantage of probabilistic treatment; the significance of a cluster depends on its size, as well as on the values of the indices and the size of the whole set under consideration. It is consequently not possible to use constant values of the index for the separation of phena without sacrificing a constant significance level. In the same way, a hierarchic treatment based only on the complete similarity matrix would not make the best use of the technique. Once the data have been found to include clusters the null hypothesis on which the probabilities are calculated is negatived, and new null hypotheses need to be set up if significance tests are to be valid.
The time required for the technique proposed here is obviously much longer than that needed for preparing dendrograms, for instance, based on matching coefficients. But the requirements are well within the powers of a modern electronic computer.
Apart from the obvious advantages that it facilitates special treatment of multivalue attributes and that it permits significance tests of hypotheses concerning the classifications proposed, the similarity index used here is shown to be more sensitive in enabling smaller groupings to be distinguished. Both in the data for Chromobacterium and for the Enterobacteriaceae subdivisions have been recognized additional to those of the original authors. By and large, though, the results in the two analyses are remarkably similar, and the results obtained with the Jaccard similarity index have in general been confirmed. It has often been suggested that, provided large numbers of unrelated attributes are taken into account, the results of different classificatory procedures may be expected to approach one another. The results reported here provide further support for this view. 
